Travel through time at Gettysburg’s newest museum. Twelve galleries of immersive exhibits, stunning artifacts, and unforgettable stories await you. Use this guide to locate key landmarks inside.
Gallery Highlights

Natural History - View otherworldly rock formations, dinosaur tracks, and a real meteorite.
  1. Devil’s Den & Welcome Film
  2. Dinosaur Footprints*

Native Americans - Discover the lives of Indigenous communities.
  3. Native American Cooking Stone*

Life on the Frontier - Hear the gripping stories of murder, captivity, and colonial land disputes.
  4. Mason–Dixon Line Marker
  5. Mary Jemison Film

Revolutionary America - Take a seat in Samuel Gettys’s Tavern and eavesdrop on 18th–century conversations.
  6. Original Animal Hide Map of Gettysburg
  7. The Tavern Experience: Colonial Conversations*

A Growing Community - Explore local ties to Thaddeus Stevens, Francis Scott Key, and the Underground Railroad.
  8. Francis Scott Key Document

The Civil War - Learn the stories of local soldiers and civilians who fought for freedom and the Union.
  9. Mag Palm’s Rocking Chair
  10. Gettysburg Landscape Mural

The War Comes Home - Discover how ordinary families endured the Civil War’s largest battle.
  11. John Burns’s Rifle
  12. Dawn of Battle Film

Caught in the Crossfire Experience - Step inside a home trapped between two armies and experience the horrific sights and sounds of war.
  13. Caught in the Crossfire Immersive Experience*

The Aftermath - Imagine local residents’ encounters with death, disease, and destruction while viewing battle-damaged artifacts.
  14. Battle Damage Wall*
  15. Sherfy Farm Witness Tree*

The Address - Stand in the crowd and reflect on Lincoln’s speech through the words of actual eyewitnesses.
  16. Gettysburg Address Artifacts
  17. Witnessing Lincoln Film

Preservation and Progress - Experience the changing battlefield and community at the dawn of the 20th century.
  18. Spanish Flu Gurney
  19. Eddie Plank’s Bat
  20. Tourism Film

The Recent Past - Learn about Eisenhower and his contemporaries, who shaped the past century of Gettysburg’s history.
  21. Eisenhower Artifacts
  22. Presidents at Gettysburg
  23. Lasting Legacy Film

*Interactive/Hands–on